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HOLY TRINITY NW3 PRIMARY SCHOOL 

Finance, Safeguarding and Human Resources Committee (FSHR) 

Outcomes, Curriculum and Assessment (OCA) 
Minutes and Action of JOINT MEETING held on Monday 13th May at 5.00 p.m. 

ATTENDANCE: 

Stephen Rust (Chair of FSHR and joint Chair of Governors)  

Xanthe Couture (Chair of OCA Committee)  

Ms Laura Hall – (Headteacher)  

The Reverend Andy Keighley  

Elias Costalas  

Penny Toleman Rennie (Vice Chair of Committee)  

Katie Gosling  (from 5.30 

until 6.45) 
Simon Nelson  (until 7.05) 

Cate McLaurin (Joint Chair of Governors) APOLOGIES 

Ubah Egal Mullon APOLOGIES 

Sabina Krasniqi  

OTHERS PRESENT: 

Ivan Pastore (PE lead)  (until 5.35) 

Jess Dillon (Y6 teacher)  (until 5.55) 

Tina Hammond (EYFS leader)  (until 6.10) 

Monwara Sikder – School Business Manager  

Alison McQueen (prospective staff Governor)  

Bronwyn Boumendil (prospective PCC Governor)  (from 5.35) 

Pete McGuigan – Clerk to the Governing Body  

 

 
 

ITEM 
ACTION 

1 WELCOME AND APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 
 

1.1 
Laura (LH) welcomed everyone, thanked Governors for changing the meeting 
structure for the evening and started the meeting at 5.10 
 

 

1.2 
Andy (AK) led the meeting in prayer. 
 

 

1.3 

Governors accepted apologies from  

 Cate McLaurin 

 Ubah Egal Mullon 
and noted the absence of Sabina Krasniqi 
 

 

1.4   

2 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST and AOB 
 
 

2.1 There were no declarations of interest for the meeting and no AOB for the  
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end of the meeting 
 

3 
MINUTES AND MATTERS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS FSHR and OCA 

MEETINGS (4.2.19) 
 
 

3.1 
Governors agreed the accuracy of both sets of minutes the chairs signed 
copies for the record. (PM to scan and upload to GovernorHub). 
 

 
PM 

3.2 

Governors agreed that all actions had been taken or were on the agenda for 
the current meeting, noting that: 

 an estimate for roof repairs had been received £6k out of a Capital 
budget of c.£8k, held by LDBS) 

 LH would present the Collective Worship and Sex and Relationships 
Education Policies when complete 

 Sara Hawley (SH) would report to the next FGB meeting on her 
contacts with UCLA to promote Rights Respecting Schools, and her 
thoughts on Founders4Schools 

 LH had not yet been able to secure any further external funding. But 
LH would visit Holy Trinity School in Dalston with Stephen (SR) as 
part of deciding on Apple School status, with a potential joint project 
worth £20k to HTNW3. Governors agreed that if it looked viable and 
would be good for the school, LH would circulate a proposal to 
Governors for approval (bearing mind previous concerns). 

 SIAMS preparation was going well, and LH had been working closely 
with Mary Thorne, who thought that the school could potentially be 
judged Outstanding. LH reported that the most likely date for the 
inspection was 1.7.19 and AK, SR and Xanthe (XC) offered to meet 
with the inspection team. Other Governors agreed to meet with them 
if AK, SR or XC were not available. 

 LH had not been able to find a company willing to scan the school 
logbooks – XC and SR agreed to investigate further 

 the Spirituality policy had been drafted and was being considered by 
staff and a simple explanatory leaflet for parents was yet to be done. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

LH 
 

SH 
 
 
 
 

LH 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

XC SR 
 

LH 
 

3.3 

Governors discussed Premises, and noted that: 

 the IT suite had been renovated (supported by Finastra) and 
Governors were invited to visit 

 lighting in the hall and Reception class had been replaced  

 building planning files (CADfiles) had been located and were available 
for school use in any further premises planning  

 Katie (KG) had met with the local pub landlady and located some 
documents that would help in agreeing dual use of their site. 
Governors agreed for KG and SR to investigate this further and 
report back to Governors at the next meeting. Governors noted that 
any development of the pub site would require fund-raising. 

 any roof repairs would need to be carried out safely and to a high 
standard 

 although quotations had been arranged for painting the railings, Sara 
Hawley was keen to replace the climbing frame with a Pirate Ship 

 the school could seek parent volunteers for painting railings – LH 
agreed to progress this with the parent council 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SR KG 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LH 
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3.4 

Governors discussed a range of issues and noted that: 
Teaching and learning 

 was currently very strong in the school 

 RE was being reviewed in preparation for the forthcoming SIAMs 
inspection 

 
School Self Evaluation (SEF) 

 LH had updated the SEF earlier in the year and the SIAMS SEF was 
currently with Mary Thorne (and would be sent to Governors when 
any recommendations from Mary had been included) 

 
Leadership 

 the current structure would remain in place for 2019-20 
 
Behaviour  

 was very good across the school, reflecting the Rights Respecting 
School ethos, effective leadership and management, good 
communications, and a consistency of approach, leading to happy 
staff and pupils 

 the Winch (Winchester project) did cause some behaviour problems 
that surfaced in school but on balance was an important resource and 
LH would continue to monitor its impact 

 
Safeguarding 
Alison McQueen was the new Safeguarding lead and had met with LH to 
discuss ongoing work, including 3 open cases and 11 cases being monitored 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LH 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LH 

4 CURRICULUM REPORTS 
 
 

4.1 

Ivan Pastore (IP) updated Governors on Physical Education (PE) in the school 
and highlighted that: 

 Sports Premium funding of £17.5k was used to promote sport in the 
school including for Kick, an organisation that linked sport to RE. this 
had proved to be valuable and popular with parents, but had required 
too much school support with behaviour management and would not 
continue into 2019-20 

 the Place had provided external Dance training 

 PE lessons (around 2 hours per week) had helped children to develop 
character, e.g. through managing success and failure, and understand 
more about the links between physical development and sport 

 the school took part in a wide range of tournaments, including 
representing Camden at London -wide events 

 in 2019-20 IP would have more time out of class to support colleagues 
and lead PE throughout the school, with a clear PE development plan, 
which included improving: 
o the range of sports on offer, including Dance 
o linking more with other schools 
o healthy eating 
o playground and other school provision, and accessing more 
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nearby space off-site, noting that travel time had to be 
considered 

 
Governors thanked IP and he left the meeting at 5.35 
 

4.2 

Jess Dillon (JD) updated Governors on work in Year 6 and highlighted that: 

 HTNW3 maintained a broad and balanced curriculum throughout the 
year in every year group, including Y6. This included trips and visits, 
assemblies, performances, Coding classes from Finastra, meditation, 
circle time and wellbeing. Preparation for Y6 SATs were included in 
the year, often focusing on children beating their own personal bests, 
but did not dominate it. JD created a positive environment and ethos 
to support children’s positive attitudes. (Governors noted that 
children had reported this at home) 

 because there was such a small cohort size, each child accounted for 
4% of the overall school result. This could lead to a volatility in the 
results, much greater than in other bigger schools 

 LH reported that the school had prepared the class well for the SATs, 
with Easter schools, after school clubs, working constructively with 
parents and children 

 
Governors challenged and questioned JD and LH and established that: 

 predicted attainment for 2019 was expected to be similar to 2018 

 a new DfE filter for considering SATs results gave greater prominence 
to Reading, which confused parents and required detailed 
explanations from the school. LH reported that she had written to DfE 
but had no response 

 it was hoped that the new Ofsted Framework would focus less on 
data, and more on wider curriculum provision, as had been widely 
reported. 

 school preparation for SATs had gone well and wider school initiatives 
were effective, including targeting ‘Greater Depth’ and focusing on 40 
children’s books 

 
Governors thanked JD and she left the meeting at 5.55 
 

 

4.3 

Tina Hammond (TH) updated Governors on the work of Reception and 
highlighted that: 

 currently there were 17 boys and 7 girls and they were a challenging 
cohort, with high levels of need, requiring specific support, including 
toilet training and physical break-out spaces 

 fewer than half the intake had been at expected level of development 
on entry, for social development (48%), for speaking and listening 
(42%), and 29% had no previous Nursery experience. This had 
necessitated a strong focus on pastoral work during the autumn term, 
including supporting anxious parents  

 the year had been challenging, with staffing issues and very high levels 
of SEND needs in the cohort, including ASD and pupils who had 
transferred, or were likely to transfer, to Special provision.  
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Governors noted the high number of boys in Reception, questioned and 
challenged TH, and established that: 

 strong links with feeder Nurseries should continue, building clear 
pictures of individual children’s needs before starting at HTNW3. 
However, Governors noted that this was difficult, since parents and 
nurseries often did not understand, or report fully, levels of SEND 

 although 70% of Reception pupils were now achieving ‘Good Level of 
Development’ and would be ready to transfer to Y1 in September, this 
was lower than the 2018 cohort. 

 TH provided differentiated work for individual children, according to 
need 

 
Governors thanked TH and she left the meeting at 6.10 
 

5 Budget report 
 
 

5.1 

Monwara (MS) reported on the  

 2018-19 budget and highlighted that there had been: 
o an in-year deficit of £55k, leading to a carry forward of £51k 
o the Capital budget, held by LDBS, had been spent on Y1, Y3 and 

Y5 class developments 

 2019-20 budget and highlighted that: 
o it was likely to be a balanced budget, with a 0 balance 
o the budget share was lower than 18-19 because of a small 

reduction in October pupil numbers (with 6 spaces and 
significant pupil mobility) 

o High Needs funding was lower than 18-19, with some Band 1 
funding (£5k from school and £6k from Camden) being 
inadequate for pupil needs, necessitating main school funding 
for 1-1 provision 

o there were fewer Pupil Premium children (Governors discussed 
the challenge of encouraging KS1 parents to apply for PP 
funding, when Universal Infant Free School Meals provided their 
children with school lunches anyway) 

o there was a planned reduction in staffing, starting with Agency 
staff, to help balance the budget 

o the LDBS capital budget would be spent on roof repairs 
o there had been no progress on accessing funding from John 

Lyons  

 2020-21 predicted budget and highlighted that: 

 there would be no carry forward from 19-20 and a likely in-year 
deficit of £50k. Governors noted that the Governors’ Fund 
(c.£50k, with £15k income per year from lettings) could be used 
as the de facto contingency . MS and LH agreed to discuss the 
anticipated budget shortfall with SR present a formal proposal 
to the next FGB 

 
Governors approved the 2019-20 budget 
Katie Gosling left the meeting at 6.45 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LH MS SR 
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6 Planning for next year 
 
 

6.1 

LH reported to Governors that: 

 with the exception of agency staff who would not return in 
September, all other staff were expected to stay, with  
o one teacher reducing to part-time 
o Ivan teaching more PE across the school 
o one teacher returning from maternity leave, possibly wanting to 

work part time 

 There was a need to increase the Pupil Admission Number (PAN) in Y2 
– Y6 classes to 28 – PM to investigate the mechanism for doing this 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
PM 

7 DATES OF NEXT MEETINGS 
 
 

7.1 
Governors noted the date for the final meeting of the year. 
 

 

COMMITTEE MEETING 
DRAFT AGENDA SENT 
TO CHAIR AND HEAD 

AGENDA AND PAPERS SENT 
TO ALL MEMBERS 

FGB 24.6.19 at 6.00 p.m. 31.5.19 14.6.19 

 

There being no further matters to discuss for the open part of the meeting, the Chair thanked those 

present for attending and closed the meeting at 7.15 p.m. 

 

Signed:         Date:      

Stephen Rust, Chair of Governors, Holy Trinity NW3  
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 ACTIONS STATUS 

3.1 PM to scan and upload previous minutes to GovernorHub Done 

3.2 

LH to present the Collective Worship and Sex and Relationships Education 
Policies when complete 

Agenda 

Sara Hawley (SH) to report to the next FGB meeting on her contacts with 
UCLA to promote Rights Respecting Schools, and her thoughts on 
Founders4Schools 

 
Agenda 

LH to circulate a proposal to Governors on Apple School status following a 
school visit 

Agenda 

XC and SR to investigate further scanning the school Logbooks  Agenda 

LH to organise a simple explanatory leaflet on Spirituality for parents Agenda 

3.3 
KG and SR to investigate linking with the local pub over joint use of their site. Agenda 

LH agreed to progress railings painting with the parent council Agenda 

3.4 
LH to send SIAMS SEF to Governors, including Mary Thorne recommendations ?? 

LH would continue to monitor the impact of the Winch  ?? 

5.1 
MS and LH agreed to discuss the anticipated budget shortfall for 2020-21 with 
SR present a formal proposal to the next FGB 

Agenda 

6.1 PM to investigate the mechanism for changing the PAN Agenda 

 


